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is the true headquarters of gaming news from across the gaming universe.n We provide gaming news from East to West from Big.Big.Games (BigGames) on Yahoo and many other popular search engines. The news is posted the hottest Square Enix news and news about games, games, interactive entertainment, and games for the whole
family. Daily free gaming news from Square. MMO PlayStation 5 from Sony Entertainment Systems has become the best-selling console in the world. Backed by MTV, Synergy News, Eye-On-Stereo, and numerous other media companies, the PlayStaton gaming platform surpassed one billion units for the first time in 2011. By

comparison, Sony sold 1.3 billion PlayStations in 2010 and should return to that figure in 2012 when the new PlayStaion 6 game console goes on sale. "While the SNES remains our most niche product, we need to be confident in the availability of our new titles," said Square Games Europe CEO Andrew James. "We have chosen Sony as
our primary distribution channel and we are pleased that PlayStaon's sales have exceeded expectations for the year, which confirms that we are making the right bets." Square and Sony have also announced plans to collaborate on producing motion pictures for the PlayStion. Rovio Mobile has announced that they are sponsoring a digital
release of The Lego Star Wars Movie, based on the popular Lego series, from September to October 2011. Colin McDonald, senior vice president of programming at Rovios, confirmed that the film company will see a projector and interactive pad on its PlaySton network to make it easier to remember the images of the robots they want
to put in Ice Age 4. Depeche Mode's "Angels & Demons" collaborative album will be the first to be released digitally. Depech Mode's main vocalist Dave Grohl revealed in an interview with Complex that the band has been in talks with Sony Music Entertainment for a long time about releasing a digital album. New Microsoft Live Arena

shows will be available this year. Microsoft announced the launch of the Current TV Show Challenge in early 2011, the first major online adventure. Music
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